
TAKE ZEPL
FOR A TEST FLIGHT
MAXIMIZE YOUR FREE TRIAL



GETTING STARTED
YOUR PRE-FLIGHT CHECKLIST

Identify your use case. These are great test use cases for Zepl:

• Text-based sentiment analysis using NLP libraries on Spark.

• Visualize customer churn analysis and share results.

• Solve classification problems on the Titanic dataset using logistic 

regression and random forest models.

• Use Zepl as a “Dropbox” for your team’s data science notebooks, using 

access controls to give secure access to your entire team.

Identify existing notebooks to import: You can import and reuse any of 

your existing Jupyter, Zeppelin or Databricks notebooks in Zepl.

Identify your data sources and data preparedness: Zepl connects to any 

type of data source through our secure data source connectors or through 

standard APIs. Often data must be prepared and cleaned before building 

models. This work can be done easily either in Zepl or within your ETL 

pipeline. While planning your use cases, consider using one of our prebuilt 

data source connectors to get up and running quickly.

Identify the languages needed and common libraries that you and your 

team use: Python, R, Scala,and SQL. If libraries are required, use standard 

package managers such as pip, install.package(), and maven.

Identify team members to invite to your trial: The more people that 

collaborate on your trial, the more success you will have.

Collaboration, collaborate, collaborate: One of Zepl’s most valuable features 

is your ability to collaborate in a single place with both your technical and non-

technical team members. Be sure to invite data scientists, analysts, as well as 

non-technical stakeholders and executives so they can collaborate and give 

you feedback about your data science models.

CHOOSE YOUR FLIGHT PLAN

30 DAY FREE TRIAL:

• $400 free Zepl credits or 30 days

• On-line tutorials

• Pay-as-you-go with a credit card once your trial is finished

• Go to www.zepl.com and click on “Start for free”

14 DAY GUIDED TRIAL:

• Custom trial

• Receive the support of a Zepl Solutions Architect

• Optimize your $400 in free credits

• Mutual Success Plan documented

• Use cases identified and credit needs scoped

• Contact sales@zepl.com
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https://new-docs.zepl.com/docs/connect-to-data/zepl-data-sources
https://app.zepl.com/register


IMPORT OR CREATE 
A NOTEBOOK
LIBERATE YOUR NOTEBOOKS FROM LAPTOPS AND GITHUB

SAMPLE NOTEBOOK

Don't have a notebook to connect to right now? No problem ... here is a sample 

notebook for you to use:

https://bit.ly/getting-started-on-zepl

https://bit.ly/getting-started-on-zepl

PRO TIP: THREE ZEPL TERMS TO KNOW WHEN IMPORTING 
A NOTEBOOK

• Interact with data sources in the notebook 

(z.getDatasource("DataSource_Name"))

• Use our visualization editor (z.show(DataFrame))

• Form inputs (z.select, z.checkbox, etc. as used in Zeppelin notebooks)

STEP 1: IMPORT A NOTEBOOK

Navigate to the upper left hand “+” button and click “Import Notebook.” You 

an import a notebook from a URL or your local file system.

You can import and reuse your work from any Jupyter (.ipynb), Zeppelin 

(.zpln), or JSON (.json) notebook.

STEP 2: CREATE A NOTEBOOK

You can also create a notebook from scratch. Navigate to the upper left 

hand “+” and click “New Notebook.”

1. Name your notebook.

2. Select your resource type from 4GB-128GB (start with 2GB and increase 

as you need to).

3. Select your preferred language as the default interpreter. You will still 

be able to write code in any language and change this setting at any 

time.
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[Leave Blank]

Copy and paste this link into the Import Notebook screen as shown below.



CONNECT TO A DATA SOURCE
NEVER EXPOSE YOUR CREDENTIALS AGAIN

SAMPLE DATA SOURCE

Don't have a data source to connect to right now? No problem … here is a 

sample data source for you to use. Select the S3 data source on the Resources 

screen.

PRO TIP:

If you don’t see the desired data source here, you can:

1. Connect using an API

2. Email us at support@zepl.com. We are always releasing new data sources!

STEP 2: ENTER YOUR DATA SOURCE CREDENTIALS

You will notice that your credentials are automatically encrypted, so you 

never have to worry about sharing your credentials accidentally or 

committing them to GitHub.

Title: Titanic_Data
Bucket: s3-datasource-tutorial
Access Key ID: AKIAYC6CTAF4DUQGHGWH
Secret Access Key: TMF5Ujlk2d/HZEfs3mjqFMCWEdqSauyyhAO1VxfD

STEP 1: NAVIGATE TO DATA SOURCE SCREEN

Zepl supports a variety of data sources with one click. Zepl data sources 

enable you to securely connect to the database of your choice with your 

personal credentials and reuse these connections in any notebook.

If your Snowflake 
instance is configured 
to log in with an 
external 
authentication 
provider, you can use 
SSO to create your 
Zepl data source.

PRO TIP

BONUS: DATA SOURCES ARE REUSABLE

Each user is able to add their own credentials to a data source, making it 

easy to maintain a library of secure data connections that everyone on the 

team can use. The data access control is always handled by the rules 

created by the data provider (i.e. Snowflake, S3, etc.).
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mailto:support@zepl.com


STEP 1: CONNECT YOUR DATA SOURCE TO A NOTEBOOK

Let’s connect the data source that you created to your notebook.

1. Open a notebook.

2. Click the data source icon on the upper right side.

3. Look for your data source name in the bottom section, and click “+”.

4. Your data source is now attached to your notebook!

STEP 2: RUN YOUR NOTEBOOK

1. Add connection string (examples here).

2. Click the blue “Run” button on the top left to run your notebook using your 

new data source.

ZEPL NOTEBOOKS TIPS AND TRICKS

Auto-versioning: Notebook versions are created automatically when 

paragraphs are executed, code is modified, or results change. Versions can 

also be named for easier identification and to act as a tagging system. 

Naming a version can also be used to create saved versions manually. And, of 

course, it's possible to rollback the notebook to any of the previous versions.

Scheduled notebook runs: Notebooks can be scheduled to run on a 

consistent time schedule. Select from the prepopulated options (1h, 3h, 6h, 

etc.) or enter a cron schedule for full customization.

Table of contents: Zepl provides quick and easy navigation within your 

notebook by listing the titles of your paragraphs, language used in the 

paragraph, and any markdown tags. This can be accessed within your 

notebook by selecting the list icon on the upper right hand menu bar.

Comments: Use comments to leave feedback or ask questions on specific 

paragraphs. Leaving a comment will automatically notify all users with whom 

the notebook is shared.

Upload data or model file to any notebook: Files such as .csv, .pkl, or other 

model files can be easily uploaded to a notebook. This can be done by 

selecting the folder icon on the right hand menu bar. Note that uploaded files 

cannot exceed 100mb per notebook.
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RUN YOUR FIRST NOTEBOOK
YOU HAVE LIFT OFF!

https://new-docs.zepl.com/docs/connect-to-data/zepl-data-sources


Because you are evaluating Zepl, you are probably looking for a better way to 

share and collaborate on your data science models, notebooks, and reports. 

Zepl lets your entire team collaborate, share and reuse work, as well as get 

immediate feedback - all in a single place.

STEP 1: INVITE YOUR TEAMMATES TO YOUR FREE TRIAL

Your teammates could spin up their own Zepl free trial, but there’s a smarter 

way to work. Invite them to your trial, so your team can see how powerful 

collaborating in Zepl can be.

Your team can:

• Re-use code snippets

• View notebook version history

• Get immediate feedback from non-technical stakeholders by publishing 

notebooks

• Share the latest report results with your team

• Ask for (or leave) comments on other user's experiments and code

PRO TIP: USE TEAMS AND SPACES TO SHARE

You can decide how you want to share by utilizing Teams (which are 

groups of people) and Spaces (which are groups of notebooks).

Many trial users set up one or two Teams, and one or two Spaces to get an 

understanding of how they work. Learn more about using Teams and 

Spaces here.

STEP 2: SHARE A NOTEBOOK

Use Zepl’s fine-grained access controls to share notebooks with your entire 

team.

INVITE YOUR TEAM
DATA SCIENCE IS A TEAM SPORT
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https://new-docs.zepl.com/docs/manage-your-organization/spaces


Companies want to keep their data scientists creating models, not managing 

their infrastructure or waiting for IT to give them enough resources to do their 

work. Zepl solves all those problems by providing a cloud-based SaaS 

platform.

STEP 1: SCALE YOUR RESOURCES UP OR DOWN ON THE FLY

Zepl provides you with memory-based compute resource sizes from 4GB-

128GB which you can change as often as you’d like - and you’ll only be charged 

for the credits you use.

STEP 2: CONTROL ACCESS TO RESOURCES

You can centrally control which users get access to what resource sizes. For 

example, you may want to limit access to larger resources to a subset of 

power users or teams.

STEP 3: USE AUTO SHUTDOWN FOR COST MITIGATION

By default, containers are set to automatically shut down after 60 minutes of 

idle time. When a container shuts down all working memory is lost; however, 

visualizations are preserved. Typically, users will increase this shutdown time 

when they are using Zepl for experimentation and testing, and will use shorter 

shutdown times for scheduled or productionalized notebooks.

MANAGE YOUR RESOURCES
ZERO MANAGEMENT
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PRO TIP

Zepl’s “t-shirt sizes” let you choose whatever compute size you need 

whenever you need it.



Take advantage of Zepl’s built-in UI-driven visualizations as well as familiar 

code-based libraries to create beautiful presentations and reports in an instant.

• Built-in visualizations: Zepl provides 9 out-of-the-box visualizations 

including table, bar, pie, area, line, scatter, heatmap, radar, and Sankey.

• Built-it Plotly editor: Plotly extends visualizations with capabilities such as 

graphical overlays, sorting and aggregation functions, and interactive 

tooltips.

• Pivot settings: Use drag and drop fields to visualize data your way. Data 

summation such as sum, count, avg, min, and max.

• Documentation: You can find our documentation around visuals here: 

https://new-docs.zepl.com/docs/using-the-zepl-notebook/develop/data-

visualization

PLOTLY EDITOR

PRO TIP: WORKING WITH BI TOOLS

Do you analysts that like using BI solutions? Great! Share Zepl’s visualizations 

with them or write your results back to the data store for use in a BI tool.

BUILT-IN VISUALIZATIONS
TELL A STORY WITH YOUR DATA
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https://new-docs.zepl.com/docs/using-the-zepl-notebook/develop/data-visualization


ZEPL PRE-PAY

Work with our team to scope out how much you and your team will use over 

the next 3, 6, or 12 months and purchase custom pre-paid capacity. Looking to 

stay within a certain budget? We can cap your usage on a not-to-exceed basis 

so you have transparent and predictable costs. Credits are good for 12 months.

PAY-AS-YOU-GO

Want to extend your trial and continue to prove Zepl’s value to your team? You 

can continue on with pay-as-you go billing using your credit card.

• Click on "Settings" in the lower left corner of Zepl.

• Click on "Billing" in the upper left corner.

• You will be billed monthly with a minimum of $50/month.

• Enter your credit card information.

Pay as you go - start now!

HOW ZEPL CREDITS ARE CHARGED

1. Zepl Credits are consumed during the processing time of a data science 

notebook.

• Zepl Credits are consumed when a data science notebook is running. 

• Zepl Credits are consumed at different rates based on the associated 

resource size of the running data science notebook.

2. You can monitor your compute hours and credits used in the Zepl Settings 

> Billing and Usage pages.

3. For Pay-As-You-Go Billing, Zepl charges your credit card at the end of the 

month for your usage in the current month, with a minimum of $50 per 

month.

EVALUATING YOUR TRIAL
NEXT STEPS
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sales@zepl.com to learn moreContact

mailto:sales@zepl.com

